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VISITS TO CAMPS
From February 5th to February 22nd, 1952 the delegates of the International 

Committee of the Red Cross in South Korea visited various concentration centres 
and a transit camp for prisoners of war, as well as Compounds 6, 7/8 and 9 of 
the U.N. POW Camp No. 1, Koje-do.

There were no prisoners of war in the concentration centres (which are 
located near the front ) at the time when the delegates visited them. However, 
the delegates checked the technical equipment of these centres.

As for Camp No. 1, let us remember that it is the only base camp and that 
nearly all captured enemy soldiers are assembled there. At the date of the visits 
the prisoners in the compounds and camps numbered 152,832.

Among the findings made in Compounds 6, 7/8 and 9, the following may be 
pointed out:

Housing - The tents and huts are in general overcrowded; the prisoners have 
enough blankets at their disposal, but the number of plaited straw mats is often 
insufficient and their condition bad. Lighting could be improved.

The attention of the command of the different compounds was drawn to 
these various problems, and remedial measures are anticipated.

Hygiene, Plumbing - For the moment, prisoners have outdoor taps and 
temporary latrines at their disposal. Showers and latrines in concrete buildings 
are under construction or will soon be begun.

Food - Medical findings show a general gain in weight among the prisoners.
The delegates have, however, received a few individual complaints about the 
quality and quantity of the food. The attention of the Authorities was drawn 
to these complaints. Nevertheless, the food seems to be sufficient in compounds 
7/8 and 9; in compound 6, complaints about the quality and quantity of the food are 
the most numerous.

In general the kitchens use fuel-oil and function well. The replacement 
of burners poses certain problems to which the attention of the Authorities was 
drawn by the delegates. The same is true for the replacement of containers 
used in the kitchens,

Clothing - The prisoners received clothing as they need it. At the begin- 
ing of the winter, warm underclothing was distributed to them, but at present 
there is a shortage of it. The condition of the footwear leaves something to 
be desired in certain sections of the compounds visited; the camp Authorities 
pointed out that there was enough in stock, but that in general the prisoners 
did not let their needs be known.
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Medical care - The general organization-qf the. medical service is.gpqd 
(hospital, infirmaries, operating rooms, X-rays isolation quarters, medical 
supplies, etc.)

At present there is a rather large number, .of gastro-intestinal disorders 
The attention of the camp Authorities has been drawn to this situation. More
over, the prisoners who are doctors asked for bettor provisioning of, certain ... 
medical supplies. The delegates,· passed on this'.request to the Medical Officer, 
who explained that an expected shipment had not arrived ip time, but declared 
that there would be no further difficulties of this kind.

Discipline - After a general examination of the compounds, the delegates 
made more detailed visits to the various sections. ; On this occasion they -.j>
received various complaints, especially from confidential agents, concerning y 
bad treatment which certain elements of the Korean guard, in particular, 
are said to have been guilty of. ... . .

In each case, the delegates submitted the question to the camp Authorities 
requesting that all measures be taken to avoid repetition of these acts.

II II II II J :.-r.
It II II

During the period when the delegates were visiting. Kpje-do;· camp, AW:.;.d 
particularly serious events took place on the night of February 18th, 195.2, ·
in section 62 of compound 6.

In view of the wide publicity given in the press to the.se-events, the 
International Committee has decided to publish, hereafter, the essential points 
in the report of its delegates Oh their visits to section 62, before and after 
these incidents. . -.Y. ;; .•••»nix’· · ;t

The delegates did not witness these events, since they were not in 
the compound when these incidents took place; it was later that they received 
the information.which appears, below. These are not, the elements of an inquiry 
in the strict sense of the word, but set forth the results of a camp visit, . 
undertaken within the framework of the normal activities of the delegates of 
the International Committee. : ■ ■ · · : .

Let us remember that by the terms of the Geneva Conventions the 
detaining.Power itself must.institute an investigation to determine the 
responsibilities and eventual sanctions, when: prisoners have been wounded or
killed. ., .... . ; ·. ... ·.■ ·■...■

Such an investigation is quite different from one whose purpose might 
be to determine if there has been a .violation of the International Conventions 
in cases, of this-kind. The International Committee of the: Red Cros.s, as far 
as it is. concerned, cannot, validly have, an inquiry of this character;.·,instituted 
except on the. request of all the.: parties concerned and after the . latter have 
come to an agreement among themselves on this subject. Au Vvv h·

1. See "Memorandum of the I.C.R.C." published in the "Revue Intern
ationale de la Croix-Rouge", December, 1951, p. 932 ff.
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After their second visit and an examination of the information 
collected, the delegates did not fail to recommend to the competent authorit
ies the measures to be taken to avoid the repetition of such incidents.

The International Committee publishes the text below, in order to 
avoid the risk of seeing it incompletely reproduced or inaccurrately quoted - 
as has happened too often, and recently again, in the case of other commun
ications. In addition, the International Committee, will thus be assured that 
its inquiries will be known by all concerned. In this connection, the Inter
national Committee points out that, up until now, the North Korean Author
ities have not given it the least sign of interest with regard to some fifty 
reports about the camp visits which it already sent to them; they have not 
even acknowledged re ceipt of them.

SECTION 62

Visited on February 8th and 9th and from February 18th to February 21st, 1952

From the general information gathered by the delegates, the following 
is evident:

War prisoners from section 62, coming from South Korea, but captured 
as combattants in the Korean people's army, having manifested the desire not 
to be sent back into North Korea after the signing of the armistice, detaining 
Authorities questioned them. Then recognized as South Korean nationals, by 
the Korean Republic Authorities, they were reclassified as "civilian internees".

Recently, a number of these internees asked to be sent back to North 
Korea after the armistice. The Detaining Authorities then decided to question 
them all over again, with a veiw to ascertaining definitely, who wished to go 
back to North Korea after the armistice and who insited on remaining in South 
Korea. The internees objected to a second reclassification.

Visits on February 8th and 9th

On February 8th, 1952 the delegates of the ICRC conferred with the camp 
security officer about the reclassification of internees, who did not want to 
hear about it. Then they proceeded to section 62 to get in touch with the 
internees. A demonstration (speeches, songs, flags) organized by the internees, 
with the consent of the camp Authorities, on the 0ccasion of an anniversary 
of the People's Korean army, was on. Great excitement prevailed in the audie
nce composed of about 6,000 internees (that is all the internees of Section 62).

After the demonstration, the delegates conferred with the confidential 
agent, the interpreter and a third internee, about the additional reglassification 
decided upon by the detaining Authorities. The delegates pointed out that 
since the internees had signed a document declaring that they were South 
Koreans and wanted to stay in South Korea, they were now obliged, having 
changed their minds to sign a new declaration. The confidential agent told 
them that internees could not consent to being questioned again, maintaining 
that pressure had been put on them when they were first questioned. The 
conversation was resumed the.day after.

- Page 3 -
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Representatives from the Section asked, on that occasion, that.the 
iCRC transmit a letter that they would write to their Government. The 
delegates from the ICRC explained to them that, for that purpose, internees 
should use the normal channels, that is service mail.

The representatives of internees asked, on the other hand, to see 
officers who were war prisoners and to whom they wished to make a report. 
Delegates submitted this request to the commanding officer of the camp 
who did not think he was in a position to grant it. Answering a question 
from the delegates, the spokesmen of the internees made it clear that no 
incident had occurred inside the section since the last visit of the 
representatives of the International Committee. They pointed out, however, 
that a South Korean guard had, outside the Section, threatened an internee 
with his revolver and that several of their men had been wounded, the previous 
day, by stones thrown at them by internees from Section 60. The delegates 
advised them to send a report on this subject to the Commanding officer of 
the compound.

When the delegates were still in the Section, the internees made a 
demonstration to protest against the fact that the flag of the People's 
democratic Republic of Korea - which they had left waving since the demons
tration of the previous day - and various emblems and pictures still in 
place, had just been destroyed by the camp Authorities,

The delegates recorded the complaint of the internees in order to 
refer it to the camp Authorities and advised them moreover, if they wished 
to continue for a few more days the demonstrations of the previous day, 
to send a request in writing to the Commanding officer of the camp, which 
was done on the spot.

On that very day, February 9th, the delegates conferred with the 
Commanding officer of the camp in the presence of the security officer. The 
Commanding officer decided to prohibit from then on the hoisting in the camp 
of any flag.

The delegates then returned to Section 62 to inform the internees of 
the decision taken by the Commanding officer. These delcared that they would 
display their flag as long as they had not been informed about the remedial 
measures taken to restore the honour of their emblem which had been destroyed 

. on that very morning.

Visits from February 18th to February 21st, 1952.
From February 9th to 17th, delegates of the ICRC continued their 

work of visiting in other compounds of Koje-do camp.
On February 18th, very early in the morning, learning that serious 

incidents had taken place at the end of the night in Section 62, the delegates 
of the ICRC proceeded to the premises right away. They were then apprised 
that the further reclassification contemplated by detaining Authorities had 
been undertaken before dawn with military support, without there having been
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previous notice. They witnessed an unusual movement of armed men close by the 
Section; soldiers from an American regiment, off duty in Koje-do, were getting 
into several military trucks; guards had been quadrupled before barbed wires 
and machine-gun cars stationed in certain placed outside the Section; two ambulances 
were before the entrance of the camp. The Section was in a turmoil; the internees 
were singing before their flags * all of which were anew.

When they were looking for information about what had just happened the 
delegates received a message from the Commanding officer of the camp informing them 
that the confidential agent of Section 62 asked to see them.

The delegates then entered the Section where they were requested to confer 
with a number of internees assembled in a committee. The internees presented the 
delegates with the claims which they had to formulate as a result of the incidents 
which had just taken place. Those points were discussed again in the afternoon, 
when the delegates conferred with the confidential agent and the interpreter. On 
that occasion, the confidential agent, on behalf of the internees, asked:

1) That the men behind the incidents be punished.
The delegates explained that such a question was of the exclusive juris

diction of the detaining Power. They suggested to the confidential agent to send 
such a request to the commanding officer of the camp, through the Commanding officer 
of the compound.

2) That the internees be interviewed by press correspondents.
Same answer.
3) That developments which had occurred in that particular section be 

reported to the delegations negotiating in Pan Mun Join.
The delegates answered that the ICRC cannot interfere with the négociations 

going on in Pan Mun Jom.
4) That the internees may confer with the spokesman of officers who were 

prisoners of war in Section 66.
The delegates pointed out that they had already submitted this question to 

the Commanding officer of the camp, who had replied in the negative.
5) That a report be sent to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
The delegates indicated that the internees were free to write, through the

service channels, to whom ever they wished. If, on the other hand, the internees 
wished to send a report of the events to the ICRC, the delegates would see to its 
transmission.

6) That they should be able to have an interview with the Joint Committee 
of Red Cross Societies.

The delegates pointed out that this committee'did not exist as yet
7) That the bodies of their comrades killed that very morning should be 

returned to them so that they could take them away with them when the time came for 
their repatriation.

The delegates indicated that this question came under the jurisdiction of the 
Governments concerned and could, should any one of these Governments so desire, be 
the subject of a special agreement. For the time being, the dead are buried in a 
well-kept cemetery, which, moreover, has been visited by the delegates.

8) That no armed forces should be authorized to return to their Section.
The delegates declared that they would transmit this request to the

Commanding officer of the camp noting that the first excitement had passed, the 
delegates returned to Section 62 on February 21 to visit it again and collect 
information on the events of the 18 which they had not witnessed themselves.
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The essential elements of the declaration of the confidential agent to the 
delegates will he found helow. This statement, made verbally in Korean, then 
translated tp the delegates, and transmitted hy them to the ICRC. It is on this 
basis that the International Committee drew up the text which follows and which 
reflects faithfully the data received hy its delegates;

On February l8th, at about ^ a detachment of about the strength of a 
regiment, entered in aras and without warning into the section. Nearly all the 
internees were asleep, with the exception of a few which were put under guard in 
a tent. The detachment surrounded the other tents, including that of the con
fidential agent; the latter was not able to communicate with the camp authorities. 
The internees were forced to remain in their tents, under threat! of bayonets.
When, unaware of what was going on, one or the other of the internees tried to 
leave his tent, he was greeted by shots. Seized with fear, thinking that they 
were all going to be killed, the internees came out to defend themselves and to 
size up the situation. The detachment then attacked them, using its weapons.

At dawn, the confidential agent tried, but in vain, to talk to the Commanding 
Officer of the detachment. He attempted, also in vain, for they were scattered 
throughout the whole section, to keep the internees under his control. One of his 
comrades, leader of the 3rd battalion of internees, who had helped him in his 
endeavour to secure an interview with the aforementioned Commanding Officer, was 
shot and killed, when, alone, at the head of the crowd of internees, he was ad
vancing towards the detachment.

At that moment - it was about 8 o'clock - Col. Fitzgerald, the Commanding 
Officer of the camp, arrived on the spot to settle the incident. In his presence, 
while the internees were singing, more shots were fired . The Commanding Officer 
of the camp entered the Section; he proceeded alone, on the area of the 3rd 
battalion of internees, in front of the detachment and at a time when more shots 
were again being fired. He asked the internees to sit down, after à further num
ber of internees had been killed and wounded and their bodies stretched out in front 
of him. Tie internees obeyed the Commanding Officer's order. Col. Fitzgerald de
clared repeatedly that the detachment was going to withdraw; the internees were 
hoping that this would take place immediately, but such was not the case. The 
confidential agent then asked Col. Fitzgerald to go around the Section with him 
so that he could see for himself what had happened. He accepted, and accompanied 
by the confidential agent and the internees' battalion commander, he was able to 
verify the extent of the damage, to see and hear the wounded, those who were 
shouting for help or crying.

From the kth battalion they went to the kitchens, where the staff was under 
guard in the mess-hall. The request of the confidential agent.that these men 
should be! released was not granted. From there they went to the Section stores; 
on the way they discovered about forty internees, sitting under guard, their hands 
clasped behind their necks. One of them had been wounded with a rifle butt, and 
the rifle butt of the soldier responsible was broken; the confidential agent did 
not know whether the Commanding Officer of the camp had noticed it or not. The 
detachment had prevented the taking pf wounded and of the dead to the camp hos
pital. j
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On the 1st battalion area, they found all the internees still in their tents.
The Commanding Officer, upon request from the confidential agent, ordered their 
release; they left their tents, and, according to the orders received, went to sit 
on their ground.

As they were returning towards the central track of the Section, a senior 
officer officer (according to what the confidential agent and the Compound leader 
had heard) mentioned to Col. Fitzgerald that the camp had been "entered" too soon.
The two above mentioned internees thought that this remark referred to the entrance 
of the detachment before dawn and not to the entrance of the Commanding Officer of 
the camp after the incident. The Confidential agent asked again, and repeatedly, 
that the detachment should be withdrawn; the above mentioned senior officer, who was 
a Lieutenant Colonel, remarked that some of the men:of the detachment were still 
missing. An inspection of the Section by senior officers then took place, at the 
suggestion of the confidential agent, who took part in it with the compound leader 
and the interpreter. This inspection covered all the tents of the 1st battalion 
and certain tents of the 3rd battalion; it did not result in the discovery of any 
American soldier, but it did reveal, on the other hand, the presence of many wounded 
internees. The detachment remained in the Section until the whole strength had been 
completely checked, althouth the confidential agent insisted that it be withdrawn 
sooner.

The confidential agent saw members of the detachment kick the dead, whose 
bodies were placed on a truck, without any consideration and, in many cases, without 
any previous medical examination. Some of the internees, the confidential agent 
believed, would thus have been taken for dead, although they were still alive. The 
confidential agent and the internees employed at the camp hospital were not able to 
count all the bodies.

After withdrawal of the detachment which took place gradually, the confidential
agent informed the Commanding Officer of the camp that he wished to talk with him 
immediately about the incident. The Commanding Officer replied that he would return 
at 10 o'clock, which he did not do.

After having taken note of this information provided by the confidential agent, 
the delegates questioned him further. The confidential agent added, in reply, that 
to his knowledge, 189 internees had had to be taken to the hospital following the in
cident; 123 others, although wounded, had not wanted to leave the camp and were still 
distributed in k tents; 56 internees had been killed, others probably died in hos
pital. Moreover, in support of his statement, the confidential agent showed the 
delegates the following objects: two helmets from the American regiment, three rifle 
magazines, each loaded with eight unused bullets, 8 unused L.C.k-5 cartridges, 3 unused 
rifle cartridges, l68 rifle cartridge cases, .81+ L.C.k5 cases, 2 E.C.^3 cases, k MÔAkc- 
"Fuze handles Lot CHE 2-17."

After this interview, the delegates visited some of the tents, and particularly 
four where there were sick and wounded. They also wont to see the chief Medical 
Officer of the camp hospital and obtained from him a list of medical supplies which he
needed· Argently.

On the other hand, on February 20th, 1952, thé delegates obtained a statement 
from Col. Fitzgerald. This statement, having been handed over in writing is quoted 
below In full:

- Page 7 - Orig. Fr.
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"Following the instructions from higher HQ that POWs and CIs should 
express individually and privately whether or not they desire to be rescreened,
POWs from Compound 62 refused to comply with this procedure. Accordingly, the 
matter was thoroughly discussed and it was finally decided that the use of 
troops be assigned to separate the inmates into small groups.

"A plan was developed and approved and put into effect to accomplish this 
purpose.

"The Compound was secured and the inmates separated in small groups. Every
thing was going smoothly until the communist agitators, whom there are a considerable 
number in this Compound, sided one of the PÔW battalion to attach UN troops. All the 
inmates were heavily armed with iron bars, clubs, home made weapons with barbed 
wires, large stones and home made grenades were thrown at the troop. In order to 
protect themselves it was necessary for the troop to use strong measures to subdue 
the attack. Throughout this demonstration, communist flags and banners were 
displayed and every indication was given that the attack was planned for the 
purpose of overrunning the UN troops.

"I was not present during the attack by the inmates, having left the 
Compound after the first portion of the plan was successfully accomplished.

"When I returned to the Compound I was informed of the incident that 
occured. I made a survey of the situation and was convinced that it would be 
impossible to accomplish our mission at this time. Therefore, I ordered the 
withdrawal of the troop to prevent further bloodshed".

Colonel Fitzgerald again declared to the delegates that he had neither 
known nor heard that the confidential agent or one of the interned persons had 
appealed to him or to any of the officers of the regiment before or during the 
incident. ;y- ■ '-y

According to the information given by the Prisoners of War Section of the 
Headquarters of the United Command at Tokyo, the record of the facts is 
definitively established as follows : 69 internees killed on the spot or who
died in hospital as a result of their wounds: 1^2 internees hospitalized because 
of wounds, plus a certain number, less seriously wounded, whom thé doctors treated 
at the dispensary of the Section: 1 American soldier killed and several wounded, " 
one of whom seriously wounded.

The following measures have been taken:

Colonel Fitzgerald has been replaced by Major General Dodd, as Commander 
of the camp, and the sergeant in charge of the Section has been replaced by an 
officer.

Moreover, the internees have consented to being re-examined individually and 
in private, on condition that none of them be transferred to another section and 
that no armed force b·-. posted inside the Section during the questioning.
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For his part, the new Camp Commander stated that he had orders from his 
superiors to proceed to a new reclassification of these internees.

In this connection, the delegates drew his attention once more to the 
dangers to which the internees as well as his own men, would be exposed, in the 
event that force would be used on the occasion of this operation:- 
NEXT PUBLICATION The International Committee of the Red Cross will publish at an 
early date a voluminous compilation of the correspondence exchanged concerning the 
Korean conflict.

The Revue Internationale de la Croix-Rouge will publish extracts or an 
analysis of this.

End


